GPU Implementation of the Stochastic On-Time Arrival Routing Algorithm
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Abstract—In this paper, we consider the stochastic on-time arrival problem in a transportation network with the following optimization criteria: maximizing the probability of arriving at a destination within a predefined time budget. This problem formulation allows considering not only the mean travel time of the road links but also the travel time variance. Existing approaches to solving this problem show good results in terms of the quality of the found route but have high computational complexity. This fact does not allow using them in practical navigational applications in real time. In this paper, we investigate the parallelization strategy of the stochastic on-time arrival routing algorithm using the CUDA GPU. Experimental studies conducted on the large-scale transportation network of the Samara city, Russia show that the proposed approach can reduce the computation time by an average of 5 times.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The routing problem remains one of the most actual problems in transportation systems. Existing navigation systems and routing web-services usually consider transportation networks as directed graphs with deterministic edge weights and do not take into account the stochastic properties of traffic flows when solving the problem. At the same time, the travel time of road segments depends on many factors including the day of the week, time of day, weather conditions, social events, etc [1]. However, taking into account not only the mean travel time, but also the variance of the travel time, that is, the reliability of the route, makes the task of finding the optimal route computationally difficult.

Unlike the practical applications, research papers study routing algorithms in stochastic and time-dependent transportation networks [2]–[4]. There are several formulations of the reliable path finding problem, depending on the evaluation criterion used:

1. The least expected travel time (LET) path models [5], [6], in which the expected travel time of the road segments is considered as the evaluation criteria to compare the possible paths.

2. The α-reliable path models [4], [7], [8] minimize the time interval which is necessary to arrive at the terminal vertex (destination) on-time for a given probability \( \alpha \).

3. The most reliable shortest path models [3], [9] maximize the probability of arriving at the destination within a given time budget (stochastic on-time arrival - SOTA problem).

In this paper, we consider the reliable path finding problem with the following formulation: to determine the optimal navigation strategy that maximizes the probability of arriving at the destination within a predefined time interval (time budget).

In [3], the authors proposed an algorithm for the exact solution of the SOTA problem. One of the steps of the algorithm is the convolution calculation, which is the main computationally difficult task. In general, convolution cannot be calculated analytically, and therefore a discrete approximation scheme is required. In [10], the authors presented a modification of the solution [3] that takes into account current and forecast information about traffic flows in the network. These solutions have a large computation time and cannot be used in practical applications in real time. As a result, several studies were devoted to the task of decreasing the computation complexity of the algorithm or the development of approximation algorithms.

In the article [11], the authors presented several methods for accelerating the algorithm for solving the SOTA problem, including advanced convolution calculation algorithms based on the Fast Fourier Transform and zero-delay convolution calculation algorithms, as well as methods for determining the optimal order for calculating the navigation strategy. The paper [12] described a heuristic for finding an adaptive route in a stochastic network. The presented method makes it possible to provide the most computationally effective strategy for finding the path for general probability distributions. In [13], stochastic versions of two graph preprocessing methods were considered to solve the deterministic shortest path problem that can be adapted to the SOTA problem. A parallelization strategy for the SOTA problem using the GPU was proposed in [14]. In [15], the authors proposed to use the stable Levy distributions to describe the travel time of road segments, which allows replacing the complex convolution calculation operation to...
determine the reliability of the path with recalculating the Levy distribution parameters. This approach allowed to significantly reduce the execution time of the algorithm, however, it finds a path with an increased travel time.

In this paper, we propose a strategy for parallelizing the reliable path finding algorithm using the CUDA GPU. The work is organized as follows. In the second section, the main notation, problem statement, and description of the algorithm are given. The parallelization strategy is presented in the third section. The fourth section describes the experimental setup and results of experimental studies. Finally, we give the conclusion and possible directions for further research.

II. PROBLEM STATEMENT

The transportation network is considered as a directed graph \( G = (N, A, P) \), where \( N \) is the set of nodes, \(|N|\) is the number of nodes, \( A \) is the set of edges, \(|A|\) is the number of edges, \( P \) is the probabilistic description of the edge weights (i.e. the road link travel times).

The weight of the edge \((i, j) \in A\) is considered as a random variable \( T_{ij}(\tau) \) with a time-dependent probability density function \( p_{ij}(\tau) \).

Denote the destination node as \( d \in N \), time interval within which is necessary to reach the destination node (time budget) denote as \( T \). An optimal routing strategy is defined as a policy that maximizes the probability of arriving at the destination node \( d \in N \) from the origin node \( o \in N \) within the given time budget \( T \).

Let \( u_i(t) \) be the probability of arriving at the destination node \( d \) from the node \( i \) in time less than \( t \). Then, the optimal routing strategy can be formulated as follows:

\[
\begin{align*}
    u_i^*(t) &= \max_{j \in N \setminus \{d\}} \int_0^t p_{ij}(\theta) u_j^{k+\theta} (t - \theta) d\theta, \\
    & \quad \forall i \in N \setminus \{d\}, t \in [0, T], \tau \geq 0, \\
    u_i^*(t) &= 1, t \in [0, T], \tau \geq 0.
\end{align*}
\]  

(1)

To solve the problem (1), a discrete algorithm was proposed in [3], which can be formulated in pseudo-code as follows (Algorithm 1).

In Algorithm 1, we use the following notations: \( \Delta t \) is the discretization interval, \( \delta \) is the minimum realizable link travel time across the entire network.

The selection of the next vertex \( j \) in the transportation graph (and, accordingly, the next road link) using the remaining time budget \( t \) and the calculated array of arrival probabilities \( u_i(x) \) is performed as follows:

\[
    j = \arg \max_{i \in N} u_i(t).
\]

(2)

In the next section, we describe an algorithm parallelization strategy using the GPU.

III. METHODOLOGY

To decrease the running time of the reliable shortest path search algorithm, it is proposed to implement it on a graphics accelerator using CUDA.

---

Algorithm 1: Discrete SOTA algorithm

**Step 0. Initialization**

\[
\begin{align*}
    k &= 0 \\
    u_i^k(x) &= 0, \quad \forall i \in N, i \neq d, x \in \mathbb{N}, 0 \leq x \leq \frac{T}{\Delta t} \\
    u_i^k(x) &= 1, \quad x \in \mathbb{N}, 0 \leq x \leq \frac{T}{\Delta t}
\end{align*}
\]

**Step 1. Update**

for \( k = 1, 2, \ldots, L \) do

\[
\begin{align*}
    \tau^k &= k\delta \\
    u_i^k(x) &= 1, \quad x \in \mathbb{N}, 0 \leq x \leq \frac{T}{\Delta t} \\
    u_i^k(x) &= u_i^{k-1}(x) \\
    & \quad \forall i \in N, i \neq d, (i, j) \in A, x \in \mathbb{N}, 0 \leq x \leq \frac{T - \delta}{\Delta t} \\
    u_i^k(x) &= \max_j \sum_{h=0}^x p_{ij}(h) u_j^{k-1}(x - h) \\
    & \quad \forall i \in N, i \neq d, (i, j) \in A, x \in \mathbb{N}, \\
    & \quad \frac{T - \delta}{\Delta t} + 1 \leq x \leq \frac{T}{\Delta t}
\end{align*}
\]

end

---

A. CUDA

CUDA (Compute Unified Device Architecture) is a hardware-software parallel computing architecture developed by Nvidia that allows using the GPUs for general-purpose computing.

The host computer transfers data to the device’s memory and calls a special function called the kernel. When calling the kernel function, two parameters are set: the number of blocks and the number of threads in the block. Each thread executes the same set of instructions, but with different data elements. Streams within one block can exchange the results of calculations using the shared memory mechanism.

Fig. 1 presents the computation model.
B. Parallel algorithm implementation

Introduce the notation:

\[ u_{ij}(x) = \sum_{h=0}^{x} p_{ij}(h)u_j(x-h), \]

that is, \( u_{ij}(x) \) is the probability of reaching the terminal vertex \( d \) from the origin vertex \( i \) during the time interval \( x \) when moving on the road edge \((i, j)\).

Algorithm 1 is executed sequentially in time (a cycle by the variable \( k \)), however, the calculation of the probabilities of arrival \( u_k^i(x) \) can be performed in parallel mode. The implementation of this process in CUDA consists of calling the kernel function (Algorithm 2), which calculates the probability of reaching the terminal vertex from each vertex of the graph at a given time step.

**Algorithm 2: Parallel algorithm**

```
for k = 1, 2, ··· , L do
    process<< Nc, Tc >> (k)
end

function process (k):
    /* calculate index of the processed vertex x */
    x = threadIdx.x + blockDim.x * blockIdx.x;
    load p(1), ··· , p(t) and corresponding u from the memory;
    calculate \( u_k^x \) \( \forall (i, x) \in A \);
    calculate \( u_k^x = \max \{ u_k^i \} \);
    return
```

In the Algorithm 2, \( threadIdx \) is the thread index, \( blockDim \) is the block dimension, \( blockIdx \) is the processing block index.

Thus, the calculation of the probabilities of reaching the destination node for a given time interval will be performed in parallel for each node of the graph in a separate stream of the graphic accelerator.

### IV. EXPERIMENTS

Experimental studies of the base and parallel algorithms were carried out for a large-scale transportation network of Samara, Russia, consisting of 47274 road links (edges) and 18582 nodes.

To compare the running time of the base and parallel implementations of the algorithm for finding a reliable shortest path, 6 pairs of different origin-destination nodes were selected in the graph, after which the navigation problem was solved for each pair of nodes and different days of the week, the start time and the time budget. The origin-destination nodes were selected so that the average travel time was from 15 to 60 minutes. A total of 6300 experiments were conducted.

Characteristics of the PC used: Intel Core i7-9700K 3.60 GHz, 64 GB RAM, graphics accelerator GeForce RTX 2080 Ti. The average running time of the algorithms is presented in the table 1.

The implementation of the algorithm using the CUDA architecture allows reducing the running time by an average of 5 times.

The running time of the algorithm depends on the time budget, which determines the number of iterations. Fig. 2 shows the dependency of the running time of the base and parallel algorithms on the time budget.

![Fig. 2. The dependence of the algorithm running time on the time budget.](image)

**TABLE 1. AVERAGE RUNNING TIME OF THE ALGORITHMS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time budget, sec</th>
<th>Base algorithm</th>
<th>CUDA implementation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>900</td>
<td>20.58</td>
<td>3.88</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1400</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1900</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2400</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2900</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3400</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

With an increase in the time budget, the gain of the parallel algorithm in running time increases.

A detailed analysis of the running time of the parallel algorithm allows us to conclude that most part of the running takes the data exchange between the host computer and the device.

### V. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we consider the problem of finding a reliable shortest path in a stochastic network that maximizes the probability of arriving at a destination within a predetermined period of time. A parallelization strategy for the algorithm using a graphic accelerator was developed and a parallel algorithm was implemented on the CUDA software-hardware architecture.

Experimental studies conducted on a large-scale transportation network of Samara, Russia have shown that parallel implementation of the algorithm reduces the computation time by an average of 5 times.

Further research may focus on developing an algorithm with fewer data transfers between the host computer and the graphics accelerator.
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